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ABSTRACT

In a recently established policy guideline of the Department of National Education it was clearly indicated that programmes and departments at tertiary education institutions should institute evaluation procedures as a matter of urgency. This has become necessary to provide a basis for decision making and policy formation, to accredit programmes, to monitor expenditure of public funds and to improve educational material. It is the aim of this paper to develop an evaluation model, based on accepted education principles, for evaluating the actual performance of a Department of Speech Therapy and Audiology. A basic management model is used and specific functional indications are given of the steps that should be taken in evaluating a department. The model is a comprehensive one which can easily be adapted for use in other departments.

OPSOMMING

In 'n belangwekkende publikasie van die Departement van Nasionale Opvoeding is aangedui dat dit tans gebiedend noodsaaklik geword het dat departemente verbonde aan tersiire opleidingsinrigtings dringend moet beplan om evalueringsprogramme te loods. Die redes hiervoor is dat evalueringsbasisinligting verskaf vir beleidsbesluite, akkreditering van programme moondlik maak, besteding van fondse monitor en akademiese opleidingsmateriaal en -stelsels verbeter. Dit is die doel van hierdie artikel om 'n evalueringsmodel, gegrond op erkende opvoedkundige beginsels, te ontwikkel waarin gebruik in die bepaling van waarde van 'n departement vir spraakheelkunde en oudiologie. 'n Bestuursmodel is geselekteer en spesifieke aanduidings is verskaf van die strategie, stappe en norms wat gebruik kan word in departementele evaluering. Die model is 'n omvattende een wat suksesvol aangepas kan word vir gebruik deur ander departemente.

"Due to the complex nature of human communication and its disorders, it is essential that information of an academic, research and scientific nature is continually developed and evaluated. A university provides the optimal environment for constant academic validation of current professional training."

Feldman 1981, p 942

1 INTRODUCTION

Evaluation, or the need to determine the worth and merit of whatever is being evaluated, is a well-known concept. There is ample evidence that evaluation in education was an accepted practice even prior to 1920. From the literature, it is equally clear that the debate is still raging in how evaluation should be conducted and what role it should fulfill in different spheres.

The emergence of educational evaluation in terms of student outcomes and institutional effectiveness has been a significant trend in higher education in the past few years (Nichols, 1989, p vii). In the United States of America, for example, standards are established and enforced to ensure institutional quality. To maintain accredited status, institutions must be evaluated periodically to demonstrate achievement of standards and to document ongoing efforts for institutional improvement (Middleton et al., 1989, p 15). In Europe too, there is growing emphasis on the philosophy of value for money, and funding for higher education is therefore being linked directly to performance (Goedewuur et al., 1990, p 15). Institutions for higher education throughout the world increasingly accept the fact that they are accountable to political authorities and to the communities they serve. Establishing evaluation programmes at institutional, departmental and programme levels in higher education serves the dual purpose of proving quality of performance to stakeholders, while at the same time protecting the traditional autonomy of tertiary education institutions.

In South Africa, education authorities clearly indicated in a policy statement that academic departments are expected to institute evaluation procedures aimed at internal evaluation and to plan for external evaluation according to prescribed guidelines (NASOP 02-129 87/10). In spite of the contemporary urgency of evaluation at tertiary level, no formal and generally acceptable evalua-
tion model has been developed that could be used to provide quantitative information on the actual performance of departments in general.

Wolf (1990, p 19) reports that there are no less than fourteen different evaluation models and five different approaches. There is also little agreement or data to support the efficacy of one model or approach over another. Evidently the fundamental problem is that the various models are built on differing and often conflicting conceptions and definitions of evaluation (Worthen & Sanders 1987, p 44).

In view of the above, the following problem statement can be formulated:

What are the principles involved in structuring an evaluation model for an academic department engaged in a professional programme aimed at developing Speech Therapists and Audiologists?

2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN

The objective of the study is to develop an evaluation model, based on accepted educational principles, for evaluating the actual performance of a department of Speech Therapy and Audiology in South Africa, in order to address the specific needs of this unique and diverse context.

To attain this objective, a research plan comprising of two consecutive stages was devised:

- establishing the underlying principles of evaluating programmes and departments in tertiary education institutions by means of a comprehensive literature study
- developing a proposed model for the evaluation of a department of Speech Therapy and Audiology.

3 CONCEPTUAL AND CONTEXTUAL ISSUES OF EVALUATION

3.1 Terminology and concepts

As previously indicated, various approaches and definitions of evaluation may lead to fundamental differences in educational evaluation. The term evaluation for example, may be interpreted to mean measurement, appraisal, assessment, professional judgment, scientific enquiry, a political activity or an act of collecting and providing information (Worthen & Sanders 1987, p 22). In this study, evaluation will be interpreted as the act of rendering judgment to determine worth or merit that is:

... the making of judgments about the worth and effectiveness of educational intentions, processes and outcomes; about the relationships between these; and about the resource, planning and implementation frameworks for such ventures. (Adelman & Alexander, 1982, p 5.)

Because of differences in interpretation and the divergent use of evaluation processes in various institutions and also in different countries, the meaning attached to evaluation concepts and procedures may be utterly confusing. Nisbet (1988, p 4) suggests a cognitive map to assist in establishing a common understanding of concepts and their role in evaluation. This is represented in Figure 1. Only the most important (and perhaps most controversial) concepts referred to in this figure will be dealt with here.

The controversy about the formative or summative nature of evaluation has raged for many decades. In essence, the question is whether evaluation should provide immediate feedback of information useful to programme developers who would use the information for revision during the development process (formative evaluation). Contrary to this point of view, summative evaluation is conducted at the end of the programme and is aimed at providing judgment about the value of a programme. Since the evaluation of an academic department is the subject of this study and because academic departments, like academic programmes are forever changing and in a state of development, formative evaluation is of crucial importance. However, it is equally important to provide feedback to authorities about the actual performance of an academic department at particular times (at the end of an academic or financial year or review cycle, for example). Hence evaluation in the context of this study must also perform a summative role.

Linked to the issue of formative and summative evaluation is the question of internal or external evaluation. Because of the immediateness of formative evaluation, information provided by this type of evaluation is valuable to departmental managers and often used to effect improvements. This type of evaluation is therefore frequently undertaken internally with internal evaluation objectives in mind. Summative evaluation, however, can be used for accountability and is often undertaken by external evaluators commissioned by some external audience or decision maker.

As an extension of the argument that formative as well as summative evaluation play an essential role in departmental evaluation, it is evident that in evaluating the academic department, both internal and external evaluation are essential.

The quantitative or qualitative base of evaluation is another conceptual issue referred to in the cognitive map depicted in Figure 1. Qualitative inquiry focuses on processes rather than outcomes and uses an inductive approach to data analysis while quantitative inquiry focuses on numbers by emphasizing standardization, precision, and objectivity (Worthen & Sanders, 1987, p 51).

However, in departmental evaluation quantitative and qualitative methods can be regarded as compatible and complementary approaches. Worthen and Sanders (1987, p 55) support this premise and point out that the trend in evaluation today is towards methodological pluralism.

The concepts of accountability and professionalism are of particular importance in the context of evaluation (see Figure 1). Educational accountability is the responsibility for identifying and measuring educational outcomes and using the information about these outcomes for decision making (Kogan, 1986, p 75). Accountability has three major dimensions in education. Moral accountability is related to the fact that academic institutions are answerable to their clients. This implies that if resources are spent on educational programmes, it is necessary to determine whether the programmes (or departments) achieve what they are designed to achieve (Lee & Sampson, 1990, p 157). Evaluation of performance outcomes provides proof of academic quality and it is important to note that funding for higher education is increasingly linked to the quality of this performance (Goedegebuure et al., 1990: 15). Professional accountability refers to the fact that academicians are answerable to themselves and to their colleagues in...
academy. Professional accountability is therefore fundamental to self-evaluation and peer evaluation. Peer evaluation is indeed the oldest and most fundamental of all evaluation principles in higher education (Kogan, 1989, p 118). Finally, educational accountability also encompasses contractual accountability. Academic departments are therefore answerable to management in higher education as well as to political authorities.

3.2 Purpose and objectives of departmental evaluation

Evidently the first step in any evaluation procedure is to determine the purpose and objectives of the evaluation process (Worthen & Sanders, 1987, p 147). This is not only dictated by logic but is vitally important because educational evaluation is always undertaken within a particular context.

Important contextual parameters can be determined by clarifying beforehand issues such as why evaluation is being undertaken, who the main audiences are, to what use evaluation findings may be put, what method of enquiry should be used and who should do the evaluation (House, 1986, p 16).

An analysis indicates that the purposes and objectives of departmental evaluation can be subdivided into three major categories.

- **Improvement (organisational learning)**

  A major objective of departmental evaluation is to generate useful information for the improvement of departmental activities: information to management of the department for decision making and to do planning. Seidin (1988, p 24) points out that there is no better reason to evaluate than to improve performance. Evaluation data assist the faltering, motivate the tired and encourage the indecisive. Supplementary (but related) to this, is the evaluation objective of incorporating into the operation of the academic department an ongoing concern for self-study and self-improvement (Kells, 1989 p 100).

- **Accreditation**

  In this category, the objective of evaluation is to assess the extent to which accreditation standards are being met. It also provides useful written material for the evaluation team and formal reports for the accreditation authorities.

- **Accountability**

  As previously indicated, a major objective of evaluation is to provide proof that resources are used optimally (contractual and moral accountability). An additional objective is to ascertain the quality of higher education provided by the academic department (professional accountability). Finally, the objective of the evaluation process should be to provide a clear statement of the relationships between the goal and objectives of the academic department and the mission statement of the institution (contractual accountability).

The importance of the conceptual and contextual issues discussed in the above paragraphs gains additional perspective for departmental evaluation when viewed against the background of specific concerns relevant for academic training for professional programmes.

3.3 Specific concerns relevant to evaluating education programmes for the professions

The central feature that distinguishes a professional academic programme from general university courses can
be found in the definition of a profession. According to Hughes (1963, in Goodlad, 1985, p 7) the central feature of all professions is the motto "credat emptor" (let the buyer beware). This is the professional relation distinguished from markets in which the rule is "caveat emptor" (let the buyer beware). To develop an individual that embodies this code of conduct implies the incorporation of very specific academic aims, strategies and procedures in the education programme.

The one unchanging feature of professional training (and perhaps the main factor that distinguishes professional academic training from other university programmes) is an unceasing movement towards new levels of performance. In this energizing process some of the following characteristics are observable:

- concern with mission / function clarification
- mastery of theoretical knowledge
- capacity to solve problems
- credentially
- public acceptance
- ethical practices (Nowien, 1988).

This feature is usually utilized in the evaluation done by professional training bodies. These bodies play an important role in establishing minimum standards for education and training, in controlling professional ethics and even in structuring university programmes. This may, on the one hand, be negative because it can function in direct opposition to the autonomy of academic institutions. On the other hand the professional bodies can contribute to the objective determination of worth of a specific department because of their role as independent external observers of academic performance.

There are moreover specific considerations appropriate to the evaluation of an academic department concerned with programmes for Speech Therapy and Audiology.

Firstly, academic departments for Speech Therapy and Audiology in the RSA have the general characteristics of all academic departments in a developing country. Their main characteristic is the fact that up to now the departments have failed to establish sustainable capacity for monitoring and evaluation. In consequence there is a lack of information on educational outcomes and costs. In an era of constrained resources for education development this implies that the effects of investments are difficult to evaluate. In an era of constrained resources for education development this implies that the effects of investments are difficult to evaluate.

Secondly, on a ground roots level, evaluation of departments for Speech Therapy and Audiology is today, with the general movement at universities towards accreditation, reduced funding and unavailability of qualified academic staff (Strydom et al., 1991), involved in a struggle for survival. A management approach towards evaluation which regards education as essentially an instrumental activity designed to bring about the achievement of specifiable and uncontentious educational goals is becoming increasingly dominant (Mortimore & Stone, 1990, p 68). This is especially true of tertiary institutions in general and universities in particular. The choice of the management approach for departmental evaluation is therefore congruent with a general trend. The second reason is that any department of Speech Therapy and Audiology is today, with the general movement at universities towards accreditation, reduced funding and unavailability of qualified academic staff (Strydom et al., 1991), involved in a struggle for survival. A management approach towards evaluation which regards education as essentially an instrumental activity designed to bring about the achievement of specifiable and uncontentious educational goals is becoming increasingly dominant (Mortimore & Stone, 1990, p 68). This is especially true of tertiary institutions in general and universities in particular. The choice of the management approach for departmental evaluation is therefore congruent with a general trend.

The questions now are: what is the management approach to evaluation and how can it be utilized by a department of Speech Therapy and Audiology?

In their analysis, Worthen and Sanders (1987, p 77) state that the management approach to evaluation is meant to serve decision makers. They continue to emphasise that, by highlighting different levels of decision makers (levels of management), this approach clarifies who will use evaluation results, how they will use them and what aspects of the system they will be making decisions about.

In the normal management control procedure in an organisation information about actual performance is channelled to operational management, middle management and top management in accordance with the nature of the information and the control process. This is conceptually identical to the principal characteristics of educa-
### Figure 2: Management Approach to Departmental Evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Internal departmental self-study</th>
<th>2. External review or site visit by experts</th>
<th>3. Review of reports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audience - operational management</td>
<td>Audience - middle management</td>
<td>Audience - top management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formative evaluation</td>
<td>Formative / summative evaluation</td>
<td>Summative evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aimed at improvement</td>
<td>Improvement and reporting</td>
<td>Review reports generated by self-study and peer group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Departmental management</td>
<td>Peer group of professionals</td>
<td>Faculty / institutional management / political authorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professionally accountable</td>
<td>Professionally / Contractually accountable</td>
<td>Contractually accountable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3. Review of reports**

- Audience - top management
- Summative evaluation
- Review reports generated by self-study and peer group
- Faculty / institutional management / political authorities
- Contractually accountable

The implications of the preceding arguments for evaluating a department of Speech Therapy and Audiology using the management approach, are in essence that a three-tier evaluation hierarchy with the following characteristics should be constructed (adapted from Kells, 1989, p 99):

- an internal departmental self-study prepared by the professionals concerned, using an evaluation model with a management approach;
- an external review or site visit by experts in Speech Therapy and Audiology (peer evaluation) using the evaluation data generated by the internal study and other suitable evaluation procedures. This can be used in conjunction with a report from the Professional Board for Speech Therapy and Audiology, but should not be based on such an evaluation alone; and
- a review of the internal departmental report(s) and the reports of the external peer evaluation by a professional group in the institution (faculty management or institutional management) and by the controlling board of the profession.

#### 4.2 Proposed model

The evaluation model proposed in this section is a conceptual model based on the general principles of educational evaluation and on guidelines for departmental evaluation discussed in previous paragraphs. The model is illustrated in Figure 3, and in broad terms follows six logical steps.

**4.2.1 Preplanning for evaluation**

The first step for departmental management is to identify clearly the need for evaluation why the department should be evaluated. This decision can only be finalised once the persons and organisations who are likely to be interested in the evaluation results have been identified. Information generated by evaluating the department of Speech Therapy and Audiology is aimed at a three-tier audience departmental management; an external review board of experts; and at top management, at institutional and political levels.

In general the reasons for evaluating an academic department can include any of the following (Worthen & Sanders, 1987, p 8):

- improving student development and performance
- enhancing educator qualifications and performance
- improving the departmental organisational structure
- upgrading textbooks and other curriculum materials and products
- determining whether to continue, modify, expand or terminate an existing programme
- reviewing and improving curriculum design and processes.
Figure 3: Evaluation Model.

This step also involves demarcating exactly what should be evaluated (for example, administration, programmes, organisational structures or research outputs) and identifying the purposes and objectives of the evaluation. Finally, the pre-planning phase should also include a survey of the resources available for evaluation.

4.2.2 Evaluation process design

Drafting a plan of action for departmental evaluation is the main objective of this step. Based on the demarcation exercise in the first step and on the purpose and objectives of the evaluation, major departmental activity areas to be evaluated must be identified.

Figure 3 indicates that departmental evaluation for Speech Therapy and Audiology can be subdivided into two major but interrelated entities: process evaluation and outcomes evaluation (adapted from Worthen & Sanders, 1987, p 77 and House 1986, p 17).

On the process side, administrative evaluation is aimed at how well the administrative support activities of the...
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3. User satisfaction: administrative services:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average waiting time for typing, photocopying</td>
<td>( \text{Lead times} = \frac{\text{Number of errors}}{\text{Total number of requests for travel arrangements per time period}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average waiting time for same tasks previous month</td>
<td>( \frac{\text{Average assessment of students for a particular course}}{\text{Total number of appointments of M + D examiners for individual staff members}} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3.2.1 Proficiency

Proficiency measures and norms are aimed at determining how successful a department of Speech Therapy and Audiology is in attaining its goals. The most important of these goals are in the three areas, teaching, research, and community services as indicated in Figure 3. Here follow examples of measures and norms to determine proficiency on the attainment of goals on these three areas:

□ Teaching

1. Staff teaching performance:

- Student feedback = \( \frac{\text{Average assessment of students for a particular course}}{\text{Total number of appointments of M + D examiners for individual staff members}} \)

2. Staff quality:

- Qualification ratio = \( \frac{\text{Number of staff members with doctorates}}{\text{Total number of academic staff in department}} \)

3. Student performance:

- Completion ratio = \( \frac{\text{Students: Completion of course in four years}}{\text{Students Completion of course in more than four years}} \)
Average pass mark = \[
\frac{\text{Average pass mark: students in 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th year in Speech Ther / Aud}}{\text{Average pass mark: students in the faculty}}
\]

\[\square \text{ Research} \]

1. Output:

\[\text{Publications} = \frac{\text{Number of accredited papers this year}}{\text{Average number of accredited papers in last 3 years}}\]

\[\text{Productivity} = \frac{\text{Total number of research publications this year}}{\text{Man-years allocated to research this year}}\]

\[\text{Student activity} = \frac{\text{Number of active doctoral students /year}}{\text{Number of registered doctoral students /year}}\]

2. Quality:

\[\text{International ratio} = \frac{\text{Number of internationally published articles this year}}{\text{Total number of articles published by the department}}\]

\[\text{Composition of research} = \frac{\text{Number of research papers: basic / applied / dissertation / monographs / accredited / proceedings / reports}}{\text{Total number of papers / publications published}}\]

3. Impact:

\[\text{Citations} = \frac{\text{Number of citations in research publications in past 3 years}}{\text{Number of citations in this field: Science Citations Index}}\]

\[\square \text{ Community service} \]

1. Involvement:

\[\text{Number of staff on boards of associations / institutes this year} = \frac{\text{Membership fees paid by department}}{\text{Number of staff on boards of associations / institutes this year}}\]

2. Continued education:

\[\text{Certificate programmes} = \frac{\text{Number of students registered this year}}{\text{Number of students the previous year}}\]

4.2.3.2.2 Efficiency

Evaluation of efficiency is aimed at determining how well the department is utilising the scarce resources at its disposal. The measures applied for efficiency essentially depict the ratio between the inputs (for example, man-hours) and a outputs of the department of Speech Therapy and Audiology (Hugo & Van Rooyen, 1990, p 298).

Most academic departments have only three major resources available: manpower, finances and facilities (see Figure 3).

\[\square \text{ Manpower} \]

1. Workload:

\[\text{Input ratio} = \frac{\text{Number of postgraduate students qualified /year}}{\text{Number of professors in department / year}}\]

\[\text{Distribution} = \frac{\text{Number of assignments marked by individual lecturer}}{\text{Average number of assignments for all lecturers}}\]

2. Development:

\[\text{Conference attendance} = \frac{\text{Number of conferences attended by all staff}}{\text{Total number of academic staff}}\]

\[\text{Study leave} = \frac{\text{Number of staff on sabbatical /year}}{\text{Total number of academic staff}}\]

3. Growth of academic staff:

\[\text{Growth rate} = \frac{\text{Growth rate of academic staff /5 years}}{\text{Growth rate of students registered /5 years}}\]

\[\text{Qualification ratio} = \frac{\text{Number of staff who acquired doctoral degrees in the past 2 years}}{\text{Average number of staff in the department}}\]

\[\square \text{ Finances} \]

1. Budget objectives:

\[\text{Conferences} = \frac{\text{Total budget allocated to conferences / year}}{\text{Total budget allocation for conference attendance}}\]

\[\text{Photocopying} = \frac{\text{Total budgeted cost for photocopying / year}}{\text{Number of conferences attended by staff / year}}\]

2. Availability of finances:

\[\text{Ratio of financing} = \frac{\text{Increase in student subsidy units in past 3 years}}{\text{Increase in actual departmental budget in past 3 years}}\]

\[\text{Total budget} = \frac{\text{Total budget allocated to department / year}}{\text{Total budget allocated to department / year}}\]
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1. Utilisation:

\[
\text{Computertime} = \frac{\text{Actual number of hours utilised on research mainframe}}{\text{Budgeted number of hours on research mainframe available/year}}
\]

\[
\text{Library} = \frac{\text{Total number of loan requests for department/year}}{\text{Total number of academic staff in department}}
\]

2. Availability:

\[
\text{Computerisation} = \frac{\text{Number of PC's available in department}}{\text{Total number of academic staff in department}}
\]

\[
\text{Accommodation} = \frac{\text{Area of office space available to department}}{\text{Number of students registered in department}}
\]

4.2.4 Information gathering and quantifying departmental outcomes (results)

In this step basic data are collected and analysed using the measures and norms identified. In step 3 it may be necessary to review some of the measures and norms during this exercise because the process of gathering information sometimes reveals relevant aspects of performance that were ignored in the planning phase, or alternatively, the data required for specific measures and norms may not be available.

4.2.5 Evaluating actual departmental performance

This step involves the actual evaluation, judgment or assessment of the evaluation data generated in step 4 in order to draw a conclusion about the worth or value of departmental performance.

Four major approaches can be used in judging or assessing actual departmental performance (adapted from Worthen & Sanders, 1987 p 302 and Hugo & Van Rooyen, 1990, p 302):

- comparison referenced assessment performance is compared to absolute standards
- criterion referenced assessment performance is compared to planned performance or specified performance objectives
- objective referenced assessment actual performance compared to planned performance or specified performance objectives
- historically referenced assessment actual performance is compared to own previous performance or performance trends based on historical data.

4.6 Reporting

The evaluation report aims at providing evaluation information (based on quantitative and qualitative elements of the evaluation procedure) to relevant authorities. As in the case of an academic department, these authorities may be departmental management, faculty management or political authorities. It is essential that the report should be drafted with reference to the purpose and objectives of the evaluation plan. Based on evaluation information, it should also indicate areas or activities where improvement is recommended and should reflect possible future developments.

5 CONCLUSION

The evaluation model proposed above is a conceptual model designed to be used for and by the a department of Speech Therapy and Audiology. It is essential to realise that in the implementation of the model, contextual influences unique to each department will have to be considered in structuring appropriate measures and norms. The principles on which the model is based are not new, and its only merit may perhaps be found in a logical structure for the measurement of departmental performance.

Measuring outcomes of educational practices is a modern phenomenon. Valuing their worth is as old as philosophy itself.

House, 1986 p 1
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